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For my mum
Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison by widening our circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature in its beauty.

– Albert Einstein (1972, cited in Ascione & Arkow, 1999)
The use of animal abuse as a coercive control technique within intimate partner violence is found in nearly half of all violent relationships. Concern for their animals’ well-being, fear for their own safety and difficulty finding temporary animal accommodation leads to women remaining in these relationships. Te Whare Tiaki Wahine Refuge is the only women’s refuge in New Zealand that makes formal provision for animals at their safe houses, enabling women and animals to leave violence together. This research explores the relationship women have with their animals within the context of intimate partner violence, positions animals as victims of family violence themselves, and asks why the service Te Whare Tiaki Wahine Refuge offers is important in enabling women and their animals to leave family violence together. Three women who had animals and were residing at Te Whare Tiaki Wahine Refuge, two Te Whare Tiaki Wahine Refuge social workers and four Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals staff volunteered to participate in conversational interviews that were focused on women’s relationships with their animals and experiences of animal abuse and intimate partner violence. The provision of accommodation for animals leaving violence was investigated. The interviews were voice-recorded, transcribed and analysed using feminist standpoint epistemology and Riessman’s (1993) method of narrative inquiry. The analysis represents the strength of women’s relationships with their animals and the importance of them being able to leave their violent relationships together. Animals were positioned as victims of family violence within this research, resulting from the animals’ experiences of physical abuse, purposeful neglect and emotional suffering. Women were found to generally position their animals to be part of the family and an important source of comfort, unconditional love and companionship, especially during difficult times. Having these animals at the safe house with them meant that the women were able to settle in to the safe house better and focus on moving forward with their lives, rather than worrying about their animal’s safety or grieve the loss of, or temporary separation from, their relationship with their animal. This research has highlighted the need for systematic changes to the way
we understand family violence and how we view animals within our society, and the need for
the development and implementation of programs, like Tiaki have, that enable women,
children and animals to leave violence together.
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Leigh…thank you for being such an inspiration over the last few years. Ever since Psychology of Women in undergrad you have challenged me academically and personally, and I am much richer for the experience. Thank you for your guidance with this thesis…you have made this project so much better. I am very much looking forward to working with you on my next research project.
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Finally, to my fur family...there is not a day that goes by that I do not think of you. I miss you all so much but I am very thankful for the time we had together. I was so lucky to find each of you, care for you and love you. To my remaining girl Kohko, it is hard to believe you are 12 now. It seems like just yesterday I found you...tiny, emaciated, sick and abandoned under a house. Now you are so strong and so beautiful. You are why I fight to make the world better for animals; to help people see that animals have feelings, desires and lives are just as important as their own.
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